We, DAISAN Co.,Ltd., have many patents,
patent applications, registered designs and registered trade marks related to
our products in Japan, U.S., Germany, Korea, China,Hong Kong and Taiwan.
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1. Overview of Company
Company Name

:

DAISAN Co.,Ltd.

President

:

Daizo Kotaki

Foundation

:

April, 1983

Capital

:

¥10 million

Employees

:

7 persons as ob january 1,2008

Business Activities

:

・Design, manufacture and sale of plastic
products and their molds
・Development support and supply of products
utilizing filter and molding technologies

Company facilities

: ・Main factory : 15-16, Omataminami-cho,Ashikaga 326-0142,Japan
・Molding factory :
8-9,Omataminami-cho, Ashikaga 326-0142, Japan

We provide fully recyclable products about which we manage the whole
Life including their product planning as the start point, designing, mold
Manufacturing, molding, selling, using and finally recycling to the starting
materials!
Our Patents obtained
regarding “Guide-ChannelTM ”

・Japan: 5 patents
(including 2 design patents)

・U.S. : 4patents
・Korea : 3 patents
・China : 1 patents
・Hong kong: 1 patents

Also, we have registered the
following trademarks is
Japanese words:

・Micro-Net-Holes
・Poi-Net
・Kitchen-Poi
・Kaminoke-Poi
・Poi-Filter
・Slider-Stock

2. Our Proprietary Technology:“Guide-Channel

TM

”

Conventional Filters

＋
Frame portion

⇒
Mesh portion

※ As shown above, a conventional filter is made through complicate and costly process
steps with well-akilled persons. In the process steps, a frame portion and a appropriatelysized mesh portion are separately prepared. Usually,the materials of frame and mesh
portions are different each other. Then,the mesh portion is set on the frame portion and the
mesh and frame portions are together molded or adhered each other under heat and
pressure. Finally, any excess mesh portion must be cut off.

Our integrally-molded filters

We own the
unique technology:
“Guide-Channel TM ”
Covered by patents.

TM

The Guide-Channel
means a channel or path
made on a mold through
which the molten plastic
material injected at the gate
of mold is guided toward the
peripheral area and easily
flows and spreads over the
whole area of mesh portion.

The Guide-Channel technology was achieved as a fruit of development activities on
various unique and precise molds. This technology hasrealized the manufacture of
plastic filters highly accurate and very fine in an integrally-molded shape of frame and
mesh portions.
These integrally-molded filters are stronger than conventional filters because the cross
points of vertical and horizontal mesh strings are once fused ond then integrally and
rigidly solidified together.
Also, we have developed our unique slider products by utilizing this Guide-ChannelTM
technology.

3. Background of Product Development

TM

1991

We started the development of plastic filters having very
fine integrally-molded meshes and frames.

1992

We accomplished to develop a plastic filter having a mesh
size of 0.2mm. This news was announced to the world
through a Japanese medium issued by JETRO,New
Technology Japan.

1998

We accomplished to develop a plastic filter for air
conditioner having a large area of 30 cm square with stripe
mesh.

2002

Our fine-mesh integrally-molded filter was adopted by an air
conditioner maker as an epoch-making plastic filter for an
automatic-cleaning type of air conditioner.

2004

We had the honor to be qualified as one of the “Tochigi
Frontier Enterprises”.

2005

We announced SliderStockTM for showcase units in stores,
through press release.

2006

We started to manufacture and supply SliderStockTM and
SliderBoardTM .

2007

We had the honor to be qualified as a member of the “Let
Buy Tochigi”. Also,we were qualified for the financial and
business support from the Organization for Small & Medium
Enterprises and Regional Innovation, JAPAN.

2008

We announced our “Thin-Film Tray ”for various container,
and “ Banding Tool ”(provisional name)both for packing
materials,through press release.

4. Reason Why Articles So Slide on Our Slider Products:SliderBoard TM and
SliderStock TM
Cross Section of
Usual Plane Floor
Drinking
water bottle

A plane floor surface
has a relatively large
frictional force so that
an article on the
surface is hard to slide
and its bottom tends to
be damaged.

Large

Frictional force
Small

Cross Section of
Our Slider Product

『Sharp-tip type』

Obtuse angle

・・・

・・・

Acute angle

Drinking
water bottle

By reducing an actual
contact area between a
board surface and an
article, the frictional
force can be also
reduced and the article
becomes to easily slide
on the surface.

『Round-tip type』
Imaginary illustration

At first glance,our slider product is a mere plastic board, but it
is a miracle board having an astonishingly slippery surface
with many tips which bring about very small frictional force.

TM

TM

5. Difference between SliderBoard and SliderStock
TM

Our SliderStock was broadcasted on October 3,2005 in the “Trend
Eggs”corner of World Business Satellite produced by TV Tokyo. After that, we
obtained many inquiries about SliderStockTM from various business fields.
Further, we have carried out various tests on our slider products including
functional tests, reliability tests, etc. in university, research institute and so on.
As the results of such tests, it has been proved that our slider products have
better functionality, strength and durability than those generally expected to
plastic products and also are environment-friendly products. Now, we are
obtaining good reputation on our slider products because of such product
advantages. We divide our slider products into two groups, respectively
named as SliderBoardTM and SliderStockTM , in accordance with their applications.
We would like to introduce their features and advantages including comparison
With conventional roller-board-type product in the following.

Suitable for various transfer units.<Applicable to transferring on a
large area by connecting and fixing two or more boards.>

Suitable for showcase units in stores.<Applicable to a
wide-area showcase by connecting and fixing two or more
boards with male and female connectors, and also partition
boards available.>

